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Open, boxless, three-
dimensional imaging recreates
the illusion of musicians actually
playng in your room, with height,
depth and placement across
the sound stage.

Smooth, accurate freguenclr
nesponse across the entire au-
dible range provides you with
natural, non-fatiguing, easy-to-
listen-to sound.

Superior bass performance.
Your speakers will rattle the win-
dows when a kick drum or low
organ pedal calls for it, butwill
also reproduce allthe subtle deli-
cacy of plucked or bowed string
bass or cello.

Exceptional hemispheric dis-
persion ensures that you will
receive optimal sound through-
out your listening room.

Consistently excdlent tran-
gient nesponlre means your
music willbe crisply reproduced
with life-like clarity and detail.

High efficiency and high
power handling. Your Polk
loudspeakers can be usedwith vir-
tually any amplifier or receivet
large or small. They will play very
loudly if desired, but also sound
exceptionally clear at low volume
levels.

Itlon-critical room placement
reguirements. Polk speakers are
easy to place and are designed to
provide superior performance in
your listening room.

Unit to unit conslstency and
long-term sonic integrity. Total
100% quality control means your
Polk speakers will sound as good
as the laboratory prototypes and
willcontinue to do so for manv
years to come.
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Achievement of design goals means
better listening for you. The successfu |

achievement of these objectives is well
documented bythe many rave reviews
which the Polk loudspeakers have
received. But even more importantly their
excellence and superiority will become im-
mediatelyevidentto you when you sit down
and listen to your recordings through a set of
Polks. The loudspeakers disappear in a life-
like, highly detailed, three-dimensional
panorama of sound. llusic will come alive
inyourroom.





Design Features & Benefits

The Polk Aucllo Monitor Series
An integrated design concept ensures consistenfly high sound quality and exceptional value.
Polk Audio has established its
worldwide reputation for excellence
by building the best sounding loud_
speakers for the money availible on
the market. The consistently fine per_
formance and value of the polk Monitors
is in large part due to the fact that they
all utilize very similar components and
design features. Concepts such as our
unique fluid-coupled subwoofer as well
as high quality components such as our
wide dispersion high-frequency radiator
isophase crossover network and high
definition trilaminate-polymer bass mid_
range driver, are all important. lt is, how_
eve4 the elegant integration of concepts
and components which results in the
superior sonic performance and value
which sets the Monitor Series apart
The Monitor Series consists of iive basic
modefs, the Mini, 5,7,10 and Real-Time
furay 12. In addition, the low frequency
section of the RTA 12 is available with I

built-in crossovel as a separate add_on
bass module, called the LF 14. The LF 14
may be used in combination with any of
the Polks (or most other speakers). Flexibil_

ity is the key! There is a polk Audio
Monitor system which is the right
choice to satisfy your sonic,r"Jd".

A Hlgh-Definltlon Louclspeaker
Music brought to life in your listening room.

A high definition loudspeaker will re-
produce a gonic image in your room
with life-like clarity ina aetail, much
like a high resolution camera.upir.", u
visual image with ail the subtle detailand
focus intact. This high resolution capability
is in large part due to the consistently excei_
lent transient response and uniformly low
harmonic and lM distortion characteristics
of each driver in its operating range.

Tgp:1bbnding and consisteicy of
definition among various drivers cov_
ering different frequency ranges in a

The Polk Mw 6500 rrr-lamrnate polrynel Bass Mrdrange DrrverLifelike clarity and detail in the all important uo"ui.naumentd range.

The Polk IUIW 6500 ig a remarkably
elegant electro acoustlc device. The
fundamental frequency range between 50
and 3000 Hz is absolutely critical in the
accurate reproduction of musical mate_
rial. Below this lies the sub-bass, above it
harmonic overtones.ln order to preserve
the,sonic integrity of this frequency range
and prevent phase distortion within it. one

loudspeaker system is more essentialto
the natural reproduction of music than the
possibility of marginally higher definition
over just one part of the bandwidth. AIltoo
often high and low definition drivers are
combined in the same loudspeaker
system. The result is a terribly confusing
lack of homogeneity in the reproduction of
instruments in different frequency ranges.
Orchestras sometimes seem to bL plaled
half three feet in front of the listener and
half about a hundred feet behind the watt.
An instrument like the tenor saxophone,

whose range extends across the crossover
point between the two drivers, can seem to
leap out from behind a thick blanket every
time the musician goes from a low note
to a high one.
For the llonitor Series we have de-
signed drivers having consistently excel_
lent transient responssand low_distortion
characteristics in their respective response
ranges and combined them into fullrange
systems. The results are loudspeakers of
exceptiona I clari ty an d ultra _low distortion,
true high definition loudspeaker systems.

very special driver unit was developed to
span this entire range.
The MW 6500 is precision manufac_
tured using our unique tri-laminate
polymer cone which is made of three
complementary materials. Each material
has advantages of its own and when they
are used together; the resulting perfor_
mance is greater than the sum of the



parts. An extremely low-mass fiber-
impregnated cone first undergoes a spe-
cialstamping process during which a
stiffening agent is introduced. The cone
is then treated with two different polymer
compounds which effectively increase the
speed of sonic transmission through the
cone, and in addition damp it both inter-
nally and externally. Increasing the speed
of sonic transmission through the cone
effectively extends the frequency re-

sponse, widens dispersion and markedly
improves phase linearity and sonic co-
herency. The result is clearer, more highly
detailed sound. Damping eliminates ring-
ing and resonant effects which ensures
easy-to-listen-to, non-fatigui ng, silky
smooth musical reproduction.

A high power handling,low maac
aluminum voice coll is then attached
to the cone with a specialhigh-strength,

high-temperature adhesive. A supple,
highly compliant imported rubber sur-
round and long-throw spider ensure un-
impeded cone movement when loud,
dynamic musical passages require it.
High magnetic flux density combined with
the low mass moving system results in
nearly instantaneous transient response,
low distortion, superb wave form accuracy
and high efficiency.

tively smooth response even when played
extremely loud. The exceptionally high
magnetic flux density of 15,000 gauss
combined with the nearly mass-less dia-
phragm ensures very low distortion and
exemplary transient response. The dome
is vented (aperture tuned) in much the
same way that woofer systems are tuned
to further smooth out its response curve
and improve transient response and
power handling.

defined, powerful and three dimensional.
The low frequency eneqly from the
MW 650O bass midrange driver is
effectively coupled to the room by ener-
gizing the large diameter; low resonance
subwoofer below 60 Hz. The fluid coupl-
ing between the drivers and subwoofer
critically damps the system and provides
fourth order Butterworth loading for the
energizing cones. By appllng acoustic,
rather than actual mass to the active dia-
phragms, exceptionally low system reso-

nance is achieved in conjunction with
the fast, accurate transient response of a
low-mass direct radiating diaphragm. In
addition, the perfectly controlled move-
ment of the drivers is precisely amplified
by this acoustic transformer.
The result is rcmarkably clea6 well-
defi ned low frequency reproduction,
exhibiting exceptional upper bass detail
which extends smoothly and seamlessly
down through the sub-bass and imper-
ceptibly up into the midrange.

lulany listeners do not realize that the
crossover network is the most important

capacitons to assure the lowest har-
monic, I.M. and transient distortion, even
with complex high level musical signals.
Driver equalization is also controlled by
the sophisticated circuitry. In addition,
phase coherence is maintained by the
co mple mentary phase relationships
achieved by the network. For the most
realistic, life-like musical sound, a multi-
driver system should ideally sound like
one true full range driver. This goal is
achieved in the Polks in large part due
to the excellence of this network.

The Polk St IOOO Movlng Cotl HlSh Frequency Radlator
Smooth, crisp high frequency reproduction widely disflersed t]rroughout your listening room.

Atl Polk loudspeakers utilize a similar
wide dispersion high frequency
radiator, the SL 1000. The nearly hemis-
pheric radiation pattern of this unit elimi-
nates "hot spot" effects and ensures that
your Polk Monitor Series loudspeakers
will function accurately and satisfyingly
no matter where you sit in your listening
room.

The SL 1000 incorporates a special, criti-
cally damped diaphragm ensuring defini-

The Polk Auclio Fluicl-Couplecl Sub-Woofer System
Superb bass Performance - tight, quick, deep, powerful and room-filling.

All Polk loudspeakers utllize a unique
fluid coupled low freguency loading
and sub-bags radiation system. lt com-
bines the performance advantages of both
smalland large diameter bass drivers into
one totalcapability system. Small bass
drivers are known for superior transient
response, large bass drivers for better
coupling to the air and room-filling bass.
Polk's low frequency system excels in
both areas. A very special quality of bass
is achieved which is deep, tight, well-

The Polk lsophase Crcssover Network
Ensures the coherent blending of drivers and perfect sonic balance.

component in a high quality loudspeaker
system. lt is responsible for the proper
integration of the other components; in
effect it is the musicalconductor which
tells the other components what to do.
Many loudspeaker manufacturers skimp
on this all important component because
it is usually hidden from sight. The Polk
Isophase Crossover is the most expen-
sive component in the Monitor Series
Loudspeakers.
This rurlque fllter system uses
huge alr core coils and precision



Polk Auclio Reference Louclspeaker Systems

The Real-Tlme Array Reference Monltor SysGm (R.TA. 12)
The finest loudspeaker that Polk Audio manufactures and one of the best in the world.

Listening to the R.TA. 12 wtll brlng
you even doser to the lfue perfor-
mance.lt uses a pair of Polk MW 6500
drivers crossed over to a Polk SL 1000
and fluid coupled to a Polk SW 1200
planar foam subwoofen An incredibly
complex, fourth order filter network
is utilized. The cabinet is extremely
rigid, welldamped and is set up to allow
'bpen air" phase aligned mounting
of the high frequency radiator. The sonic
resultis cleaner, more open, more life-like
sound with greater power handling and
dynamic range.

The Polk R.T,A. 12
was honorecl by
its selection for the
International Consumer
Electronics Show -
Design and Engineering
Exhibition as one
of the most innovative
products of the year.

Real-Time lsophase Crossover Network
Optimized in the time domain for greater transparency and realism.

The filter network uged ln the R.T:A.
l21s one of the flnest and mogt com-
plex units used ln any loudapeaker
system, regardless of cost. It utilizes a
unique fourth order (24 dbloctave) Gaus-
sian magnitude configuration which is op-
timized in the time domain. A computer
was used to generate the basic compo-
nent values but they have been listener
optimized for the best sound in your
"realworld" environmenl Signals are pro-
cessed in real-time nearly perfectly with
regard to transient information and phase

coherency. Like the crossovers used in the
other Polk Monitors, the R.TA. 12 network
makes extensive use of large low resis-
tance coppercoils, "buss-bar" printed cir-
cuit construction, high quality capacitors
and precision resistors. Silver mica bypass
capacitors are used in addition to low dis-
sipation factor mylar capacitors for even
better high frequency response. This en-
sures the highest sound quality as wellas
the long term integrity of the R.TA. 12's
exemplary performance.



Unique Cabinet Design
Phase coherent open air driver mounting for superior sonic imaging.

The unusual cabinet configuration
allows for the phase coherent open air
mounting of the high frequency radiator.
The design team found that by open air
mounting the SL 1000,they could achieve
even better dispersion, a more open
sound and further improvement in the

width, depth, height and accuracy of the
sonic image. The elaborate "top hat" de-
sign and its extremely open construction
properly integrates the SL 1000 into the
system while minimizing diffraction and
reflection problems.

Nonresonant cabinet construction enhances perforrnance.

All Polk speaker cabinets are built
out of special nonresonant high density
particle board. For the R.TA. 12 we have
gone one step further. The cabinet is con-
structed utilizing a special'laminate shear
damping" technique. This combined with

the extensive internal bracing, ensures
that the cabinet is acoustically inert and
unable to produce any sound of its own.
You hear only the clear; pure sound of the
high quality drivers.

Square Wave Response of R.T.A. 12
Proves Superb Phase Coherency

The Reference Monitor Low Frequency System (L.f, 14)
An add-on modular bass loudspeaker system.

The L.E 14 is intended for use in home
and studio high fidelity audio systems
when more bass and sub-bass output of
the highest quality is desired. A flexible
built-in low pass filter network allows the
L. E 14 to be easily and successfully added
to almost any hifi system either as a single
"dual channel" woofer unit or as one of a
stereo pair of bass modules. In addition, a
single L.E 14 combined with a miniature
speaker like the Polk Mini Monitor II results
in a high quality full range satellite-type
system, which can be unobtrusively
placed in any room.

The L.E 14 is quite efficient (can be
used with 20 watt per channel receivers)
and atthe same time is rugged enough to
be used with virtually any power amp on
the market (250 watts per channelas a
single "dual channel" unit, 500watts each
when used as one of a stereo pair). In
addition the crossover may be bypassed
for use of the L.E 14 in bi and tri amplif ied
systems. The performance of the system
has been characterized by one critical lis-
tener as "Bass that is deep, powerful and
floorshaking and at the same time quick,
taut and extraordinarily well defined"!

The L.E 14 utillzes two Polk high
force 6500 M.lV. trilaminate polymer
drivers fluid coupled to a massive low-
resonance (16 Hz) 12" foam laminate pla-
nar sub-bass radiaton When used as a
single "dual channel" bass module the

stereo signalfrom each channelis fed to a
single discrete driver eliminating many of
the performance degrading distortions
common in other summing-type single
cabinet bass systems. The use of small
light drivers coupled to a large low reso-
nance diaphragm results in the desired
combination of tight fast bass with deep,
full ultra low-frequency coupling and im-
pact. In fact, because of its superb tran-
sient response, the L.E 14 can be success-
fully blended to many speaker systems
which previously could not be properly
mated with conventional sub-woofers.
The computer derived-listener optimized
alignment approximates the critical load-
ing of a properly tuned transmission line
for true, open, boxless bass.

The filter network utilizes huge air
cone copper coils weighing geveral
pounds each in order to maintain the full
transient capability of the drivers. By using
the switches on the crossover module,
the L.E 14 can be adjusted for rolloff fre-
quency/efficiencyand switched for use as
a single "dual channel" low frequency unit
or as one of a stereo pair. While the L.F 14
was obviously designed to match wellwith
any PolkAudio speaker system to improve
their already excellent bass performance,
it can also be successfully used with al-
most any loudspeaker, either fullsize or
miniature, whenever better bass per-
formance is desircd.

SPECf FICATIONS: 2BH x 16W x 11 U2D;
Maximum associated amplification -250 watts per channel, 500 watts total; -3db @ 25 Hz;Maximum output at32Hz

- 105 db; Crossover points (switchable)

- Stereo Pair 50, 90 Hz - Single Stereo
Unit 90, 140 Hz.

The combination of a pair of R.TiA.
12's and an LF14 is the ultimate Polk
Reference System.
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